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Meet JalenMeet JalenMeet JalenMeet Jalen    

"I received a flyer from school talking about the Handwriting    

Without Tears (HWT) class, but had tucked it away for the            

summer,” says Jalen’s mother Tessia.  “I was very happy to find it 

at the end of the summer because I enrolled my daughter in the 

class.  After my daughter completed the class she is definitely 90-

95% better in her handwriting.” says Tessia of the HWT class. 

Handwriting Without Tears is one of the classes taught at the       

Vision and Learning Center.  It is a multi-sensory approach to          

developing and enhancing handwriting skills. It appeals to                 

children with all types of learning styles.  The materials and                 

creative workbooks assist to eliminate problems with letter                  

formation, reversals, legibility, spacing and cursive connections. 

HWT aims to make legible and fluid handwriting an easy and             

automatic skill for all students.  The unique and motivational             

curriculum design, along with teaching strategies, facilitates this 

goal.   

The HWT class was taught several times throughout the summer at 

the Vision and Learning Center and has truly changed the way 

that Jalen views writing in general. 

 

“It is such a relief to see Jalen doing so well with 

writing her letters.   I worked with her on my own, 

but for some reason I was not able to help it stick 

in her head which direction the letters should go.     

After the HWT class her abilities have improved          

dramatically,” says Jalen’s mother  Tessia. 

 

"Jalen started first grade with more confidence in 

her handwriting skills and I thank Debbie Shull for 

teaching her HWT. It has also given me the tools to 

help her stay on track.  I am so glad that I enrolled 

her in Handwriting Without Tears.” 
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